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Discover Elizabeth Arden now at
the Beauty Retreat at John Lewis.
Choose from a range
of five facial treatments.

Let us pamper and indulge you with the

Red Door
EXPERIENCE

Elizabeth Arden invites you to discover what
we’ve learned in 100 years of spa experience.
Indulge in a world of calm and renewal.

Discover Elizabeth Arden now at the Beauty Retreat
at John Lewis. Choose from a range of five facial treatments.

Treatment Menu
1. Protect & Correct Facial (30 mins) £30
Many of us love the outdoors, but not the impact it can have on our skin. Our high
performance PREVAGE ® anti-aging facial provides protection from the elements with
the potent antioxidant, Idebenone, which helps address the visible signs of ageing.
2. Protect & Correct Luxe Facial (60 mins) £60
Many of us love the outdoors, but not the impact it can have on our skin. Our high
performance PREVAGE ® anti-aging facial provides protection from the elements with
the potent antioxidant, Idebenone, which helps address the visible signs of ageing.
Plus enjoy a relaxing facial mask & hand and arm massage.
3. Replenish & Maintain Facial (30 mins) £30
This deeply hydrating treatment uses a line of Ceramides youth-restroring skincare to
smooth lines, strengthen texture and supports skin’s ability to hold moisture.
4. Replenish & Maintain Luxe Facial (60 mins) £60
This deeply hydrating treatment uses a line of Ceramides youth-restroring skincare to
smooth lines, strengthen texture and supports skin’s ability to hold moisture. Plus enjoy
a relaxing facial mask & hand and arm massage.
5. Hydrate & Balance Facial (60 mins) £60
This customised facial uses products from our Visible Difference Skincare line and
massage techniques developed by Miss Arden herself. This introductory facial will
cleanse, exfoliate and hydrate skin for a look that is healthy, renergised and renewed.

